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It is shown that the level shift of the even states in the discrete
spectrum, produced by the singular perturbation Alxf-•, can be described by the standard Rayleigh-Schroedinger formulas only for 0 <
< v < 312.
Singular perturbations of the form

are of .considerabl·e interest in mathematical physics
in a number of publications (see the review paper in
perturbation theory of the discrete spectrum has not
because it leads to difficulties associated with the
that arise when the matrix elements are evaluated.

and have been examined
[l]). However, a correct
so far been constructed
removal of divergences

We shall show here that a Rayleigh-Schroedinger perturbation theory exists
in the case of a weak singularity (l .:>. v < 3/2 in the even case and l .:;;. v < 2
in the odd case).
Consider the purely discrete spectrum of the Schroedinger equation (11=2m=
= l)

ip"(x) -

(V(x) +i.fx!-)iJl(x) +Eit>(x) =0

-

( 2)

with an even, smooth confining potential V(x)(lim V(J:)=+.oo,V'(x)>O for x>x.>O, V(-x)=
= V(x),

V(O)·~O

for x-0

V(x)~CfxlV,

C, y>O).

When v < 2, (2) has two linearly independent solutions, namely,
· ip_(x)eL 2 (0, a), a>O, whose behavior for x + +O is
i!J-(x)=x(l+A(2-~)

(3-:v).F"+ ... ),

'i'+.{x),
(3)

"1... (x)-1-A(2-v)(v-l)x2-+ .. ., v..=2-n-•, n=I, 2,. . .,

(4)

i!J+i(x)=l+u(lnx-1)+ ... .

(5)

When v = 2 - n- 1 , the form of (4) be·comes somewhat different, but this has no
effect on any of our subsequent conclusions.

w-

As A + O, solution (3) becomes identical with the odd solution
(x) of
the unperturbed Schroedinger equation (2) with A = O, and solutions (4) and (5)
become identical with the odd unperturbed solution~+ (x).
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"The standard condition

even states

I

'I>' (O).p- 1 (0) =0

i

:

( 6)

cannot be satisfied for the per~urbation (1) because 11>'...,(0) is singular. We
shall therefore construct the e~en solutions of (2) by performing the even continuation of the mixture of ¢+ 1 and w
to x < 0:
V:

-V

·

'I>• (x) =cos aipt',(!xi) +sin a.p_(I xJ), -n/2<a<n/2.

(7)

As x + 0, the functions (7), l i e (3)-(5), satisfy a boundary condition that
is independent of E.
!·
.
'
The choice a = n/2 made i~ [2] leads to the absence of continuity in \ as
we pass from the even solutions If (2) (\ =. O) to the functions given by (3).
The choice of the even so~ution of (2) in the form given by (7) automatically leads to a change ofi-'(2) because "the function (7) satisfies the
Schroedinger equation with the dditional point potential
11>"(x)+( -V(x)-;.W(x)-U(x)).p(x)=O,·

(8)

i

U(x)=2B(xj
.

I

(9)

dln.P{l%1),
·dJ%1

'

• i

1J i•h, (v) 1-"I c•-• •+2B (x)Jtge<, «9'- .!!..,
,.,,.2-,.-1:-~~ ), 2, ... , k,(v)=-(v-1)-', q~s((2-v)-1),
2B(x)Jxl-

U(x)=

1

2Alntxf6(x)+~B(x)tge<,

:1:26(x)fxf-1,

1

(10)

· v=I,

(11)
(12)

«=:l:n/2.

!

where £(z) is the integer part if z and the coefficients hk(v) do not depend
on V(x). The expressions givenlby (10) and (11) were obtained in [ 10] by functional integration but without the last term,

D~~ferent

. ".
possible choicet of the mixing parameter a have been discussed
in cne 11cerature [2,4].
I

We shall not examine t_his i question here and will assume that the mixing
angle a is given. The \-indepeident part of the potential (9) is naturally
included in the unperturbed pot ntial as the part that vanishes as \ + O can
be regarded as an additional pe turbation 'tlhich cannot be excluded by any choice
of a - n/2.
!

ai=

Let us examine the case
0 in greater detail.
A.W(x) in this case has the forml(l.<v<2,v .. 2-n-•,n-2,3 ... )

The total perturbation

!

W(x)-lxl .... -2(~- I)-1 !x1'....6(x) +Ah,(v) lxf,_"6(x) + ... ,

( 13)

and there is no unperturbed pot~ntial.
Even normalization of the function for
the unperturbed potential will l!>e denoted by 'l>n+(x), n=O, !, 2, and the energy
'

levels by
1

£Col•+

,-Jhen v -+

(as x

+

O, we hate '1ln+(x)"'Cn+d.x2.:+- ... ).

312, the total p~rturbation is linear in \ (10):
W.(x)

=I lxl_,-2(v- l)-' lxf ,....,.6(x)
1

I
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(14)

and, despite the fact that each of the terms in the perturbation matrix element
m

W.. = } .P.+W(x).Pn+d.x

(15)

-m

diverges, the total matrix element is finite and single-valued:

m

=2 lim} .Po+'i'n+(.r•-2(v-l)x 1-v6(x-a))d.t==
·~··

·.
m

=2 lim [-Cv-1)- 1 x1-•.P•+'i'n+
a•+o

.

(16)

I -(v-1)- a -v'i'>+(a).Pn+(a)+
1

1

a

f
m

m

+ (v-1)- 1 x'.-•(.P•+'i'n~Y <ix] =2 (v-1) ~ (iJl'-+-'l>n+>' .< 1 ~ d.x.
The matrix element cannot be regularized for v L 3/2: divergences -A, A2
due to the following terms in the point perturbation U(x) (10) are found to remain.
Attempts to introduce counterterms into the Schroedinger equation for
v L 312 (by analogy with quantum field theory) have been found to lead to a
contradiction.
When v = 1, the function

w+ 1 (x)

has a logarithmic singularity [5] and,

according to (11), the matrix element-for C!

-

=0

is

W.,. = .,-2 QSIn x (iJl'"!-'i>•+>'
d.x.
.

. ( l 7)

When 0 < v < 1, the point potential in the matrix element does not provide a
contribution, and we have the usual "good" perturbation theory.
Thus, matrix elements for even functions are finite only for v < 3/2.
However, the finiteness of (16) and (17) is not sufficient for the existence
oS the Rayleigh-Schroedinger coefficients of the perturbation theory series
(series in powers of A) for the energy levels and wave-function projections
onto the unperturbed state. The Rayleigh-Schroedinger coefficients may diverge
when the sums in the higher orders diverge [l], [5, pp. 163-166]:

,r... 'J.l t:.E~n.
m

E~=

,

r ¥.1.pg,\.
m

<11>... ,.

'i>..J =
,

..... ,
.... , 1-a
• ,,(I)
aJ:ia =.en , .uw,.

'

..... , =='<r'
wmfltn•.
== wnn• .a.en
~

l

(18)

A'i>'.;:J=6..,, A'i>'.:1, = Wmn!'M(l-6....),
where l)Jn Cx) are the normalized solutions of the Schroedinger equation (2) and
µ.. -(E.c0>-E.C0>)-1 •
The convergence of the sums in (18) and, especially, for the
higher order corrections, is determined by the .behavior of i;he levels E.cOl and
the matrix elements (16) and (17) for n + ~
Highly excited states (n » 1) are satisfactorily described quasiclassically
and quasiclassical functions can also be used in perturbation theory to evaluate
the matrix element [5, pp. 206-225].
·
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We shall assume from now

o~

that
V(x)

I .

~ jxjv, y>O

(19)

which significantly simplifies the derivations but has no effect on the final
conclusions.
I
The quasiclassical levels i'nd wa. ve. functions in the potential defined by
(19) are given, to within an or er of magnitude, by
ij> +=N.k.-lf•(x)

(20)

cosjl.(x),

'

..
where n labels the sequence of ltates and

•
JI.= ~ k,, (y) dy,

(21)

iO

k,, (x) =

cE.01 -X") 112 •

(22)
(23)

(24)

Formula ( 20) is valid only for ~he .in.ternal region, well away from the right
turning point x
(behind which I 'l>n-exp[-2:c<1+2112(y+2)- 1D.
n0
I
From (20 )-( 24), we obtaini'he following expression for the matrix elements

(16) in the case of fixed Z and n

•
w,.=C a~Ni+

+

00 :

•

)' .: 1 -dx-CN.R~'~'S x 1-"'1>1+sink,,xdx,
o

I

( 2 5)

'

I

where -<1o<b<(;X,..,

ki=k.(O)=E•"'°"'nvt<v+•>,

(26)

and we have carried out differeJtiation in (25) after expanding the phase (21)
in powers of x and retaining on~y the terms that show the maximum rate of increase for large n. Since 111,.(x)I is smooth and the integrand in (25) has a
singularity of the form x'...,=x<......1- 1 , we can use the following well-known formula
~16] to find the principal termlin the asymptotic behavior of the integral in
( 2 5) :

.
B

~ eJ•• (X-<X)i-'1(x)dx=Cq>(a)~.

O< s< I,

11 -.. 00 ,

(

27)

which yields the foll:wing asym totic expression for the matrix elements (16):

w,.=n+•. lll1=(".+2)- [y(v~l)-l].
1

If on the other hand I, n:>I,
W,,.

"""'!,

similar

e~timates

N,N,.k1'''k•'''(k1+k,.)V--2 ,

(28)

yield

(29)
(30)
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Among the terms ~hat appear in the Rayleigh-Schroedinger coefficients for the
energy levels and wave-function projections [l], [5, pp. 163-166], the most
rapidly increasing with v are the coefficients appearing in the sum of the form

:E= t'
c,. ....
•

1..

( 31)

W.1.1'1,nWi,1,1'1,n. ,.Jli,nWt,m•
1,

The convergence of (31) can be estimated by replacing summation for i;>l, j=l, 2 ... s
with integration with respect to dxi,d.xi, ... dx1, and introducing the s-dimensional
polar coordinates, as usual in field theory [7]. After integration with respect
to the angles, the &um
(32)
converges asp+

oo,

or the integral (32) converges, i.e., by hypothesis,
q,(y, v) >0.

(33)

The Rayleigh-Schroedinger perturbation theory is meaningful if all the
Rayleigh-Schroedinger coefficients exist (converge), i.e., condition (33) is
valid for all s = 1, 2, • • • When n.1:>1, n, m fixed, we have
(34)
Since the volume element of the s-dimensional space is

dV,~p- 1 dp,

q;=-21110...:. (s- l)w+sµ-s,

we find that
(35)

which together with (28), (30), and (34) yields
q,==y(y+2)-I (2s+l - (s+l)v).

(36)

The converges conditions. (33) are equivalent to
v<2- (s+ J)-1, s== I, 2, ... ,

i.e., the
condition

Rayleigh~Schroedinger

(37)

coefficients exist for ally> O and the same
v<3/2,

(38)

as for the matrix elements.
In view of the foregoing, we consider that, for O < y < 3/2, we can take
( 4) or ( 7) as the even state functions in the discrete spectrum. The behavior
of the matrix elements and the Rayleigh-Schroedi11ger coefficients is then analogous to the behavior for the functions (4). The use of (3) as the even functions [2] is undesirable because of the two-fold degeneracy in parity. These
functions must undoubtedly be taken as the odd functions for all v. The functions can be continued evenly only for v ~ 3/2, in which case there is no Rayleigh-Schroedinger· perturbation theory for the states (4) and (7). To justify
this choice (a = rr/2, v ~ 3/2) and to determine the upper limit of v for which
the Rayleigh-Schroedinger perturbation theory is still valid, we must carry out
estimates analogous to (28), (29), (30), and (38) in the even case ( o,.;;r.;;;o<>,
'ii (r) ='!>~ (r)) .

The final result is that instead of (38) we now have

11

(39)

i.e., all the Rayleigh-Schroedi
the Rayleigh-Schroedinger pertu
expected because such a strong
of the well) for A < O [5, p. 1
be expanded into a series in po
Schroedinger perturbation theor
the even case as well, when 3/2<

ger coefficients exist for v < 2. The fact that
bation theory is not valid for v 2 2 is not uningularity produces a fall on the center (bottom
5]. However, for v < 3, the energy levels can
ers of A by methods other than the Rayleigh[8]. The energy levels are analytic in A in
<2; v-2, ·11.l<l/4.

We note that, as the pertu,bation parameter v passes through the boundary
values v = 3/2, v = 2, the exac even and odd functions change their behavior
(3), (4) for x = 0. The deriva ive of the even function (4) ceases to be square
integrable at v = 3/2. For the odd function, we have instead of (3) the expression ip..:.(x)C\"lx•t•exp(-2}'i"(v-2)-1x-<.,_•ur. x-+o, v>2, 1.>0) [5, p. 215].
.

'

Since our main conclusions
the Rayleigh-Schroedinger coeff
existence of the Rayleigh-Schro
is independent of the quantity
any smooth even confining paten
to [9]) of perturbation theory
of the even states in the discr
tum-mechanical problem as a mod
grams correspond to the Rayleig

i.e., the existence of the matrix elements and
for v < 312 in the even case and the
dinger coefficients for v < 2 in the odd case,
> O, the conclusions must also be valid for
ial. This amounts to a rehabilitation (contrary
or weakly singular perturbations (1 ~ v < 3/2)
te spectrum, so that we may look upon this quanl of quantum field theory in which Feynman dia-Schroedinger series.

~ients

!
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